PHYSICAL ACTIVITY THAT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING FOUR: BARN, BELLY, BIRDIE AND BREAK
AN ILLICIT PILL SUCH AS A ‘BLUE DOLPHIN’

INPUT SEQUENCES WHICH ARE MAPPED INTO A SET OF REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS
PLACE WHERE YOU MIGHT SEE “ROASTED QUAIL”

TO WORK FLAT OUT, LIKE A LIZARD DRINKING

ART GENRE OF SHEBALIN’S THE TAMING OF THE SHREW

DECREASE OR ABATE BEFORE COMING TO AN END; ALSO A MAN’S NAME

SYSTEM THAT COMMONLY COMPRISSES A CASH DRAWER, TOUCH-SCREEN MONITOR & ELECTRONIC SCANNER (ABBR.)
CHURCH ADMINISTRATOR CHARGED WITH THE MAINTENANCE OF ITS BUILDINGS
NOT PUT TO USE; A STARE LACKING EXPRESSION

1 W.D. DIGITAL RAPTOR : HDSS :: INTEL XEON : ?
2 THIRD WORD IN THE SONG “LITTLE BROTHER” BY HOOTIE AND THE BLOWFISH
3 CABLE TELEVISION COMPANY THAT ENTERED INTO A CONTENT SHARING AGREEMENT WITH FOXTEL IN 2002
4 BASEBALLER GEHRIG WHO WAS, AS WRITTEN IN HIS BIOGRAPHY, ENACTED INTO THE HALL OF FAME IN 1939
5 SCUFFLES WHERE ADVERSARIES GRAB, BITE AND PUNCH EACH OTHER
6 ANIMAL WHOSE SPECIES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING FOUR: CHINESE, MONGOLIAN, DJUNGRARIAN AND TIBETAN
7 SOMETHING YELLED AFTER CLUTCHING A THISTLE
8 NUMBER OF KANGAROOS ON THE AUSTRALIAN $1 COIN, PLUS ONE
9 “I AM THE WALRUS”, FOR EXAMPLE
10 PEACOCK : PAVO :: POLARIS : ____ MINOR
11

— Corey Plover

CAUTION WILDLIFE CROSSING IN AREA